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Geography:

Where are India and China?

Culture:

Is there anything you can tell me about either country – their history, 
religion, culture?



India & China Geography
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Indus (India) Valley Civilizations – Now Northwestern India – protected 
by the Himalayan Mountains

May have originated around 7000 B.C.  even older than Egypt

Prospered around 2500 – 1800 B.C. 

Another culture maintained by a river  snow feeds the Indus, 
Ganges and Brahmaputra Rivers

Summer monsoons bring rains to water the land after the dry season

As in Mesopotamia, they converted to farming, made iron tools, 
formed communities and began to write things down in Sanskrit.
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Epic Indus Valley stories

- Area settled by the Aryans – “Noble ones”

- Mixed with other local people to form the Vedic civilization

- The Vedics left few things for us to study except epic stories, hymns 
and chants

Told stories of their religious beliefs, laws, morals, etc.

Transmitted orally for a thousand years before they were written down!
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From very early on the Vedic people had a class structure:
1) Brahmins – those who learn (priests - highest)
2) Kshatriyas – those who accumulate power (warriors - rulers) 
3) Vaisyas – those who produce goods (farmers and merchants)
4) Sudras – those who serve (laborers and servants) 

(‘untouchables”)

This evolved into a caste system which existed for many centuries 
and was also consistent with Hindu religious beliefs.

Caste – an unchangeable social group into which one was born
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The origins of two major religions - Hinduism and Buddhism

Hinduism (India) Buddhism (India)

Founder: No founder Founded by Siddhartha Gautama

Text: No Single Sacred Text Four Noble Truths

Gods/Trad. Many gods and Trad. Enlightenment, no central god

Worship: Brahman – many forms Eightfold Path

Key Belief: Love and serve god Seek Nirvana

Afterlife Karma (cycle) Karma (cycle of rebirth)



The Four Noble Truths of Buddha

1. All life is full of suffering, pain and sorrow

2. The cause of suffering is rooted in evils such as greed desire and 
hatred

3. The only cure for suffering is to overcome desire and other evils

4. The way to overcome desire and other evils is to follow the 
Eightfold Path

Eightfold Path – The right views, aspirations, speech, conduct, 
livelihood, effort, mindfulness, contemplation



Death of Buddha

Upon his death, Buddha’s followers:

- Collected his teaching and sayings

- Travelled across Asia to spread his teachings (took the religion to China)

- Developed into 2 sects:

Theravada – kept original teachings – life devoted to the spiritual and only 
the holy could achieve Nirvana

Mahayana – Easier for common people to follow, worshipped Buddha as a 
god to help with everyday problems
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Similar to the other early civilizations, China needed a river to survive –
The Yellow (Huang) River – controlling the river was critical to survival

China was very isolated and initially developed largely independent of 
other civilizations

- Many mountains, deserts and oceans separate China from the rest of 
the world (Remember: geography shapes culture)

In time trade opened between China and the West
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Early Chinese civilizations are described by dynasties – power was handed 
down from one family to the next

Around 1800 B.C. the first ruling dynasty (Shang) arrives along the Yellow 
River

- Government was not fully centralized or strong

- Needed to protect themselves from nomadic tribes (walled cities)

- Social classes develop (hmmm sounds familiar)

Noble warrior class

Artisans and Merchants

Peasants
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The Zhou’s overtake the Shang dynasty:

“Mandate of Heaven” use religion to provide a reason to conquer 
(hmmm sounds familiar)

The mandate of heaven is used to describe the succession of dynasties 
or (dynastic cycle):

When dynasties become bad – corrupt, weak or harsh  They lose the 
mandate of heaven Problems arise (war, famine, flood)  A new 
dynasty comes along to claim the Mandate



Ancient Chinese Dynasties

Timeline of Chinese 
Dynasties and Other Key 

Events 

ca. 2100-1600 BCE Xia (Hsia) Dynasty 

ca. 1600-1050 BCE Shang Dynasty
Capitals: near present-day Zhengzhou and 

Anyang 

ca. 1046-256 BCE Zhou (Chou) Dynasty 
Capitals: Hao (near present-day Xi'an) and 

Luoyang 

Western Zhou (ca. 1046-771 BCE) 

Eastern Zhou (ca. 771-256 BCE) 
Spring and Autumn Period

(770-ca. 475 BCE) 

Confucius (ca. 551-479 BCE) 

Warring States Period
(ca. 475-221 BCE) 

221-206 BCE Qin (Ch'in) Dynasty Capital: Chang'an, present-day Xi'an

Qin Shihuangdi dies, 210 BCE 

206 BCE-220 CE Han Dynasty
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Life under the Zhou dynasty:

- Ruled China for 850 years

- What is Feudalism?

- System of government in which local lords governed their own lands 
but owed military service to the overall ruler

- Economy grows and new inventions arise – iron tools, money for 
trade

- Dynasty ends and the Qin dynasty begins – Build Great Wall



Qin Dynasty – Terracotta Warriors
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Religious beliefs in early China:

Shang dynasty – veneration of ancestors (still very important in Chinese 
custom)

Zhou dynasty – Two belief systems emerge

Confucianism – Confucius is a philosopher/teacher

• Didn’t write down his teachings, collected after his death (hmmm…)

• Not spiritual – about social order, harmony, duty and conduct

• Relationships, Respect for parents, balance of yin and yang

Daoism – Harmony with nature, avoided conflict and strife (yielding)
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Early Chinese advancements:

- Astronomy (Halley’s comet, eclipses)

- Calendar (365 + ¼ day)

- Bronze work

- Silk

- Chinese writing (10,000 + characters = a word or idea)

- First Books
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From the Qin to the Han Dynasty
- Unifies and strengthens China
- Silk road develops
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfe-eNq-Qyg

Link to the West and economic prosperity
Creates cultural diffusion
- Builds a large government bureaucracy with civil servants
- Art and science flourish
Han dynasty falls to the warlords

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfe-eNq-Qyg

